UWA Pantomime Society
Presents:

THE TITANIC JOB

AN ATLANTEAN SUB PLOT

Semester One 2014
What is Panto?

Pantomime is, or should we say was, a traditional British parody of well-known fairytales and stories. UWA PantoSoc has taken that concept to a whole new, made-up level on which we take pop culture's biggest and best shows and turn them inside out for the sake of a few good laughs. Star Wars, Shakespeare, The Sound of Music – nothing is safe when UWA PantoSoc is around.

Our shows are completely audience interactive, so feel free to add your Wittiest one-liners and terrible innuendo to such traditional favourites as 'oh no you're not' and 'he's behind you!'

PantoSoc is all about inclusivity, hilarity and having fun – and that's what we hope you'll have over the next few hours, so sit on the edge of your seat, shout loudly and enjoy the show!

Like what you see?

The UWA Pantomime Society performs three shows per year – one each semester and a family-friendly Christmas panto at the end of the year.

We're on the internet! Just search "UWA Pantomime Society" on facebook, @uwapanto on twitter or check out our website: www.pantoSoc.guild.uwa.edu.au

Also, be sure to check out previous shows on our YouTube channel at youtube.com/uwapanto

We hope to see you again ;)

The Titanic Job

When Rose boards the Titanic, she carries with her a treasured necklace, the Heart of the Ocean. Little does Rose know that a number of shifty citizens of the Lost City of Atlantis are onboard shifily disguised as crew members, and they're out to steal that necklace for their own no-doubt shifty purposes!

ACT ONE

Scene 1: The Name’s James – Cameron James
Scene 2: Who Lives in a Pineapple Under the Sea?
Scene 3: This Ship Has Balls
Scene 4: There's a Hole in My Lifeboat, Dear Liza
Scene 5: Rose's One Nightstand
Scene 6: The Importance of Killing Ernest (and Everyone Else Onboard)
Scene 7: The Sinkening

ACT TWO

Scene 8: Genius Is One Percent Inspiration and Seven Tenths Below The Water
Scene 9: Rising Damp
Scene 10: Baby, Won't You Drive My Car Metaphor
Scene 11: Ocean's Eleven Minus Five
Scene 12: Dr. Ostracod, or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Heist Scene
Scene 13: Much Adoo About Floating
Scene 14: An Unsurprising Revelation
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Semester One, 2014 Committee

**El Presidente:** Adam Heap  
**President of Vice:** Shanii Austin  
**Secretary:** Amy Moylett  
**Treasurer:** Sarah Coulton  
**Committee Members:** Cat Coetzer, Scarlet Davis, Katherine Italiano  
**Master of the Interwebs:** Bradley Walker

Production Team

**Directors:** Laura Williams and Cam Butler  
**Producers:** Scarlet Davis and Brad Griffin  
**Stage Manager:** Sally McMaster  
**Costumator/Props Master:** Cat Coetzer  
**Lighting:** Michael Black  
**Sound:** Ben "Chips" Reynolds  
**Head Writers:** Bradley Walker and Adam Heap  
**Writing Team:** Cam Butler, Cat Coetzer, Brad Griffin, Ruby Breen, Stephi Ivers, Drew Thornton, Stuart Paton

Alternate show names!

Being the indecisive yet extremely creative society that we are, we came up with a long list of alternate names for this show. Here are some of them...

- **TitanTis**  
- **Atlantic Oceans 11**  
- **Gone Fishin’ Impossible**  
- **20,000 Thieves Under the Sea**  
- **The Tit Job**  
- **The Titalian Job**  
- **Attack on Titanic**  
- **Pantomime About A Heist Underwater**  
- **Martians Atlanteans Attack!**  
- **Heistberg: The Sinkening**  
- **Oceans 1912**  
- **Boats Boats Boats**
Shanii Austin :: Councilor Bismarck
After a few years in panto, Shanii has decided to broaden her horizons by trying out science theatre. There are a few more explosions and a lot more liquid nitrogen but the puns still go down like a lead balloon.

Adam Bowen :: Presenter/Flangehandle
Sometimes when my mum isn’t home I lay in the garden and cover myself in dirt and pretend I’m a carrot.

Ruby Breen :: Councilor Ulysses
Ruby cannot think of a single pun to make with ‘Ulysses’. Help.

Cam Butler :: Director
If humans evolved from monkeys, why didn’t Dumbledore just get the Eagles to fly the Doctor to Panem and drop the Tesseract into the Death Star? Checkmate, atheists.

Cat Coetzer :: Sam Salmon/Cosume/Prop Master
“She’s a monster, without being a myth, which is rather unfair.”
#Englishmajor #wouldyoulikefrieswiththat?

Andrew "Dangerzone" Connell :: Guard Spiderman
Jazz maverick, novelist, cyclist, rider of the penny farthing, stamp collector, age sixty one? Fifty... seven?

Steven Correia :: Second Officer Steve/Brainwashed Bill
What you gon’ do with all that phat? All that phat inside that hat?
I’m a get, get you trapped
Get you trapped coz my cap

Sarah Coulton :: Mrs Crusoe
Sarah has an irrational fear of ice. Hopefully she doesn’t freeze up during the show.

Scarlet Davis :: Wanda Taxcuts/Producer
My panto trajectory has been magnificent. It’s all down hill from here.

Hayley Edwards :: Rose Calvert
Humiliation, embarrassment, fire, explosions, collisions, tears, nudity and death.

Brad Griffin :: Barney Barnacle/Producer
“Where is Task Force Thirty-Four? The world Wonders.”
Google it.
Adam Heap :: Dr Ostracod/Head Writter
I'm gonna be King of the Pirates!

Ash Heitman :: Frederic the Drunk/One Man Band
“Misandried again!”

James Heitman :: Jazzy Big Jeff
You'll never survive in this business unless you know the Icenberg Uncertainty Principle

John Hodge :: Councilor Nautilus
After scoring the "largest" role in the play last time round, John was worried that he would get a small part this time. Never fear, he is playing the most (self)important and competent person on the stage.

Laura Hodge :: Mr Crusoe/Indoctrinated Iris
Laura has always been of the opinion that minor characters have the most fun, which is why she's so excited that she gets to play two of them

Bronwyn Hughes :: Little Timmy/Guard Timmy
If she could describe herself in four words they would be "I am Iron Man"

Katherine Italiano :: Lotta Moneybags/Front of Seahorse
Katherine once tried to wear skis in a yoga class. For charity.

Sven Ironside :: James Cameron
Werewolf Priest! The Lamentable Ballad of Father Hank Grimby. 20 May – 7 June. The Blue Room Theatre

Stephi Ivers :: Cap'n Birdeyes
No, YOU look good in a t-shirt!

Emily Lloyd :: Security Sally
Do me a favour but you can't ask what it is

Alysha Macri :: Safety Simon
Most of the intelligence community doesn't believe she exists. The ones that do call her Adele Dazeem

Sally McMaster :: Stage Manager
Pay no attention to the woman behind the curtain

Amy Moylett :: Contiki Madison/Monkeywrench
I've never had an STI and sometimes I go to bed before 10pm.
#thuglife
Louisa Ong :: Lizzy
Playing Spunky and sarcastic Lucy is an avid animal lover who in real life laughs at all lame jokes and at herself even because she can be so lame. She needs her cuddles with random animals, English literature, and spends a good amount of time crying over her thesis now but lucky panto has been good fun and enjoyment in her otherwise thesis-ridden life.

Stuart Paton :: Councillor Argo
Intentionally left blank

Alice Pugliese :: Third-class Ellie
Alice was involved in a magic bean deal that got her on the Titanic. Serves her right for leaving her lover and 12 children.

Caitlin Putt :: Third-class Annie/Back of Seahorse
Ever since I watched Cody Banks as a kid, I've been scared of ice cubes... So icebergs, well, they terrify me!

Ben “Chips” Reynolds :: Sound
If a sound effect seems late, out of place, or entirely missing it’s probably because one of my Pokemon died. #productionvalue

Matt Scattini :: Jack Dorsal
With the uncanny ability to make any romantic scene awkward on command (because it is totally intentional), Matt was the perfect candidate for the role of Jack.

Daniel Searson :: Cal Rosevert/PM Tones
Well, look, ah, you're a good audience member, a...FIESTY, audience member, ah, some moight even say, ah has a bit of sex appeal...

Liam Smith :: Dutchman
Liam died the way he lived. Strapped to an anchor at the bottom of the Mariana Trench.

Drew Thornton :: Dean Deepwater
Drew really dove head first into this pantomime. Boy those panto kids sure give a vicious swirlie.

Bradley Walker :: Sir Tai Tannick/Head Writer
You came and you gave without taking, but I sent you away, oh Bradley.
Byron Wheeler :: Orca
HERE to act in pantomime
AGAINST a backdrop, lacking shine
MY acting's good, so says my friend
WILL you stay until the end?
SEND me praise for my charm and wit
HELP me through, if I turn out to be shit

Laura Williams :: Contiki Addison/Director
Louis wakes up five centimetres tall and sleeps in a muffin. Harry finds him in a broken teacup.

Smiles :)
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